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QUESTION 1

Users should not have access to Facebook, however, a recent examination of the logs security show that 

users are accessing Facebook. 

Referring to the exhibit, 

What should you do to solve this problem? 

A. Change the source address for the Block-Facebook-Access rule to the prefix of the users 

B. Move the Block-Facebook-Access rule before the Internet-Access rule 

C. Move the Block-Facebook-Access rule from a zone policy to a global policy 

D. Change the Internet-Access rule from a zone policy to a global policy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Click the Exhibit button 



Which two user roles shown in the exhibit are available be defaults? (choose two) 

A. Operator 

B. Jtac 

C. Super-user 

D. Admin 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

What does IPsec use to negotiate encryption algorithms? 

A. TLS 

B. AH 

C. ESP 

D. IKE 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

On an SRX device, you want to regulate traffic base on network segments. In this scenario, what do you configure to
accomplish this task? 

A. Screens 



B. Zones 

C. ALGs 

D. NAT 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

BY default, revenue interface are placed into which system-defined security zone on an SRX series device? 

A. Trust 

B. Null 

C. Junos-trust 

D. untrust 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

You want to deploy, manage, and configure multiple SRX series devices without an on-premises software solution
which solution would satisfy this requirement? 

A. Junos Space Network Director 

B. Juniper Sky Enterprise 

C. Juniper Sky ATP 

D. Juniper Advanced Threat Prevention. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the behavior of an SRX series device when UDP and TCP is rejected by a security policy actions? (choose
two) 

A. The reject action drops UDP packets and sends an ICMP message to the source 

B. The reject actions drops TCP packets and sends an ICMP message to the source 

C. The reject action drops UDP packets and does not send ant message to the source 

D. The reject action drops TCP packets and send an RST message to the source. 

Correct Answer: AD 



 

QUESTION 8

You have configured antispam to allow e-mail from example.com, however the logs you see that jcart@example.com is
blocked Referring to the exhibit. 

What are two ways to solve this problem? 

A. Verify connectivity with the SBL server. 

B. Add jcart@exmple.com to the profile antispam address whitelist. 

C. Delete jcart@example.com from the profile antispam address blacklist 

D. Delete jcart@example.com from the profile antispam address whitelist 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

You have created a zones-based security policy that permits traffic to a specific webserver for the marketing team.
Other groups in the company are not permitted to access the webserver. When marketing users attempt to access the



server they are unable to do so. What are two reasons for this access failure? (Choose two.) 

A. You failed to change the source zone to include any source zone. 

B. You failed to position the policy after the policy that denies access to the webserver. 

C. You failed to commit the policy change. 

D. You failed to position the policy before the policy that denies access the webserver 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 10

Firewall filters define which type of security? 

A. Stateful 

B. Stateless 

C. NGFW 

D. Dynamic enforcement 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the purpose of the Shadow Policies workspace in J-Web? 

A. The Shadow Policies workspace shows unused security policies due to policy overlap. 

B. The Shadow Policies workspace shows unused IPS policies due to policy overlap. 

C. The Shadow Policies workspace shows used security policies due to policy overlap 

D. The Shadow Policies workspace shows used IPS policies due to policy overlap 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to automatically generate the encryption and authentication keys during IPsec VPN 

establishment. 

What would be used to accomplish this task? 

A. IPsec 

B. Diffie_Hellman 



C. Main mode 

D. Aggregate mode 

Correct Answer: B 
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